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INTRODUC TION
Welcome to the third edition of Psych’d. The magazine aims to provide key information, suggestions for
teaching, updates and news, as well as interesting features relating to our WJEC and Eduqas Psychology
qualifications. We hope you really enjoy reading it and find the magazine interesting and useful.
It’s been lovely to hear that many of you are using these articles in your classroom. We had particularly lovely
feedback from the student articles that feature in our last edition. In this edition we’re delighted to feature an
article about an ex-student who has gone on to develop her career in psychology.
Thanks to all those who have contributed to this edition. I hope you all find the variety of articles stimulating
and inspiring for your classroom. We would be very grateful for any further contributions that share good
practice or classroom experiences for up and coming editions. If you would like to write an article, share a few
pithy top tips, or ask your students to submit a piece, please get in touch.
Best wishes
Rachel
rachel.dodge@eduqas.co.uk
rachel.dodge@wjec.co.uk
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How A level
Psycholog y led
to a career in
research
So how did I get here?

By Caroline Greaves, Research

I studied Psychology A level from 2012-2014 and fell in
love with it. I had an inspiring teacher (Mrs O’Brien) who
encouraged me, believed in my ambition and gave me
the opportunity to further my learning by running my
own research project and writing it up as my first ever
lab report. I also wrote my extended project (as part of
the AQA baccalaureate) on screening for Alzheimer’s
disease. This gave me a taste of what it’s like to research
something, read papers and collate my ideas and
demonstrated my interests. This piece of writing was
something I actually spoke about in my interview for
my current job, so it clearly set me apart from other
candidates, despite being so early on in my journey into
psychology.

Assistant and Study Co- ordinator
at the Dementia research Centre,
UCL, London
I began studying psychology for the first time at A level,
fast-forward six years and I now have a job where I use
psychology every day. I work for the Dementia Research
Centre at UCL studying frontotemporal dementia (FTD).
FTD is a rare, early onset neurodegenerative disease that
causes changes in personality, behaviour and language.
Some people become socially inappropriate, disinhibited
and apathetic whilst others experience a loss of ability to
use and understand language. My official title is
‘Research Assistant and Study Coordinator’, this involves
recruitment of patients and healthy controls, organising
research visits and administering neuropsychology tests.
Our neuropsychology tests are designed to assess how
functions in different areas of the brain are affected in
disease progression; in the future, these tests will help
us to see whether treatments are working. One of the
things I love about my job is that it is very patient
focused, so I often act as a point of contact for patients
and their families, helping to build a trusting and
supportive relationship. I am currently working on a
project aiming to improve psychological support for
people at risk of FTD, as a third of our participants live
for much of their lives with the knowledge that they are
at genetic risk of developing FTD.

Once I decided I wanted to study psychology further
at university I set to looking at the courses, university
rankings and places that I might want to go. I selected
the universities that were consistently well placed at
the top of the league tables and were accredited by the
British Psychological Society (BPS). My top three choices
were Oxford, UCL and Durham. This was a decision
that led to the disaster that shaped my university
experience…! I had an interview at Brasenose College at
Oxford and after the three days I spent there, I couldn’t
imagine going anywhere else. A few months later I
received a rejection letter in the post, I thought it was the
end of the world! I took a day off school and cried to my
Psychology teacher. Following a rejection from Durham
a day later I contemplated withdrawing my university
applications all together! I had been told at an open day
that I shouldn’t bother applying to UCL as I wouldn’t get
in and I couldn’t handle the thought of facing another
rejection. Thankfully I was dissuaded and emailed
Durham for feedback on my application, on doing this
I found out that the rejection email had been sent as
a mistake and I was supposed to be offered a place. A
day later I received my acceptance from UCL and there
was no question that it was where I wanted to go. On
reflection over the last few years, I’m glad I didn’t go to
Oxford as it wasn’t the right environment for me. I have
thrived in London, received an amazing education with
world-renowned academics and in a city which now feels
like home to me.
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Studying psychology at university

Gaining work experience is a crucial part of pursuing a
career in psychology, particularly clinical psychology. Any
volunteering is great experience, for example working in
a care home with older people with dementia. During my
time at university I volunteered as an ABA (Applied
Behavioural Analysis) tutor for an autistic child. This was
both equally challenging as it was rewarding. I learnt to
communicate using alternative methods to speech and
also became very observant of progression, regression
and certain behavioural traits, all skills that I still use day
to day when working with patients. In 2016 I did a mental
health placement in Sri Lanka where I worked in a
Psychiatric unit and rehab centre for 5 weeks; it was an
amazing experience which gave me mental resilience
which is crucial when working with people with
challenging behaviours! It is often easy to undervalue
and take for granted the NHS but I came back from Sri
Lanka having a new appreciation for mental health
professionals that will spur me on throughout my career.
We are immensely lucky to have the facilities that we
have here. I also had the privilege of learning about
Eastern approaches to psychology and medicine which
has helped to understand different population’s
approaches to mental health. A career in psychology is
interesting and rewarding but can be tough so it is
important to prove to yourself (and admissions tutors)
that you are capable of dealing with such challenging
patients and environments.

Two things I was worried about on starting my degree
were that I hadn’t studied Biology at A level and the
dreaded statistics compulsory modules. Biology does
play a part in some of the compulsory BPS accredited
modules but my lack of biology didn’t hinder me at all,
especially as I really enjoyed it. As many people who
study psychology come from varied backgrounds, some
having not even studied psychology before, much of
the teaching assumes no prior knowledge. Statistics
were nowhere near as scary as I expected it to be,
it isn’t like the statistics taught in A level maths and
actually doesn’t require being good at maths at all! It’s
something I really didn’t think I’d like but ended up being
one of my favourite modules and is something I use
in my job as part of my research. Another side of my
degree that I really enjoyed was research methods. We
started by being the participant in experiments which
we then wrote reports on. In second year we moved to
designing, running and analysing your own experiments
which was great practice for our third year dissertation
project. However, writing lab reports is a trial and error
procedure that I am still working on perfecting.
I was told by so many
people, that psychology
wasn’t a ‘proper’
science, that it was easy
and just common sense.
The ridiculousness
and inaccuracy of this
criticism was motivation
for me. I graduated as
a Bachelor of Science
with honours and now
work in the area of
neuroscience, having
studied neurobiology,
neuroanatomy and
learning to conduct
experiments with rigorous scientific method. I am of
the opinion that no degree is easy, Psychology is not an
exception, but it is certainly very interesting even if you
don’t want to pursue it as a career.

Finger puppet art from a special needs project
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What can you do with a psychology degree?
Studying psychology doesn’t mean that you are confined
to a career in psychology. Less than a year after
graduating my friends have gone into so many different
areas; research, HR, marketing, teaching, media, law,
recruitment, Master’s degree in business and Master’s
degree in psychology. This just shows how diverse the
degree is and applicable to so many different career
paths.
A level Psychology set me up with skills that I used
throughout my degree and continue to use in my career.
Learning about classic studies sparked my interest in
the subject and the opportunity to begin to develop
research skills and critically think about experimental
designs gave me a great foundation to build on with
further study. As I have described, my journey to my
career hasn’t been smooth sailing but everyone’s journey
into adulthood is peppered with rejection somehow! I
am thankful for my experience of rejection early on in my
journey as it spurred me on to work hard and led me to
the university that I studied at and now work in! I am also
thankful to have had such an enthusiastic Psychology
teacher who nurtured me and provided me with the
support, resources and confidence to reach for the
stars. Studying psychology has given me the opportunity
to work with amazing people, the patient population and
families that I work with on a daily basis are incredible.
For many people affected by FTD, being part of research
gives them a sense of purpose as they are helping us to
understand it more, in the hopes that in the future we
will find a treatment and I am privileged that I get to work
with such an inspiring group.

Myself and some other volunteers outside one of our
placements

Volunteers from the August 2016 placement at our final
conference
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Te a c h i n g R e s e a r c h M e t h o d s
– When and where to s tar t?
By Louise Steans, Psychology

a week purely on research methods exam skills from the
October of Year 13 until after Christmas, when I returned
to Component 1 revision.

t e a c h e r, M e l t o n Va l e P o s t 16
Centre

For example, during Component 1, when I first taught
Freud’s case studies to use as examples within the
assumptions and therapies of the psychodynamic
approach, I also taught the students about the strengths
and weaknesses of this methodology. This then meant
when I got to Bowlby they had some idea about the
relative strengths and weaknesses of his methodology.
Likewise, when I taught Loftus and Palmer, I used the
study as an opportunity to construct tables and bar
charts using the original article as source material e.g.
drawing a bar chart of the mean speed estimates.
Evaluating the classic research also allowed me to teach
location of research, participants, reliability, validity, types
of data and ethical guidelines, and the contemporary
debate of eye-witness testimony allowed me to discuss
the relative weaknesses and merits of interviews. This
meant that by the time I got to the end of Component
1 I only had Social and Developmental Psychology to
cover from Component 2, alongside methods such as
correlations, deciding on a research question, some
fiddly aspects of participants (event and time sampling),
experimental design, levels of measurement, inferential
statistics and the role of the scientific community (NOTE:
the last two listed are not required for unit 2 in Wales).
These last few aspects took around 3/4 weeks to cover
and made the whole process less arduous for students,
who felt that there was hardly anything left to learn, and
that Component 2 was “easy”!

Working in a Sixth Form in Leicestershire, the whole of
my centre took the approach that we do not offer an AS
level in any subject that is linear. Whilst this decision may
be shocking to you, as my year 13 students have never
sat a formal Psychology exam until the end of Year 13,
with the benefit of hindsight this has two key paybacks;
it saves money for the school in terms of entries and it
has allowed my students to develop at their own pace
over two years. This meant that I had ‘time’ to cover the
content more slowly; a superfluity that I appreciate is
not always possible when you consider that in Wales AS
and A2 have not been decoupled. With a linear approach
in mind I started with the ‘good stuff’. Now, whilst I love
research methods, I appreciate that students generally
do not! Also, for my centre, funding is a big issue and
thus I consider it my job to make the mathematical
elements of the specification accessible to the masses by
‘hiding’ them in plain sight, aiding student retention.
I have used an integrated approach to teaching research
methods, where superficially I have taught ‘Approaches
to Psychology’ first, followed by ‘Investigating Behaviour’
and finishing with ‘Implications in the Real World’.
The exception to this rule is that I have used every
opportunity I could to teach research methods concepts
through Component 1 and 3, so that there was very little
Component 2 content remaining to teach discretely. I
then revised Component 2 alongside my teaching of
Component 3, spending one 50 minute session (out of 5)

From here, once the students had a basic underpinning
of research methods, I then taught the first personal
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The main problem I find with personal investigations, as
a teacher, is managing ethics. One way that I overcame
this last year is through the use of poster presentations
(which some of you may have seen at last year’s CPD
sessions).

investigation. I set this up before the summer break,
where I used the amazing resource created by the
exam board (Planning your Personal Investigation) to
help them plan their first investigation – each year I just
amend this same document to use with different titles.
I also always pick the first personal investigation based
not on what is listed first in the specification, but on
which I think will be easier for the students to access.
For example, for the 2018/19 cohort (in England) I have
chosen to start with a questionnaire on relationships,
rather than looking at the chameleon effect. I felt
that there were more existing studies that could be
replicated, or researched by students, for the first of
these two titles, that made it easier for students to grasp
(e.g. I have lessons from teaching Buss (1989) on the
old specification that I could use as an introduction).
Because we all started with this title it meant that during
planning we could carefully think about and discuss
the data that would be collected/created so that all
classes/class members would end up completing the
same inferential test, going through the whole research
process together at set deadlines for data collection etc.
This regime helped to build confidence and allows me
to give the students more freedom with their second
personal investigation, which I set for them to complete
more independently.

In order to allow students to conduct research as a
‘psychologist’, I personally feel that it is important for
students to take some responsibility and ownership for
their own work. However, I am aware as their teacher
that I have a responsibility to ensure that their research
does not breach ethical guidelines. To this end, each
student had to plan their own research and present
their ideas to me through a poster – a technique that is
becoming increasingly popular in higher education. With
some classes they presented their ideas to the class (as
I had time), for others I just checked their posters and
gave them individual feedback – each created a form of
ethical committee, helping them to better appreciate the
research process.

After completing the investigation I then went through all
headings of the specification (Component 2 in England,
units 2 AND 4 in Wales), thinking of as many exam style
questions as I could and getting students to answer
them for their own investigation. The problem I find is
that students don’t articulate what they did very well.
I had some excellent personal investigations, but they
don’t use specific examples of what they did and why in
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an exam answer, as they make too many assumptions
about what the marker would ‘know’ about their own
research. For this reason, we returned to this skill, with
both longer and shorter style exam questions, during
the ongoing revision sessions in Year 13. Here I used A
Level Component 2 for Eduqas and Unit 4 from WJEC
to create questions suited to the new titles – obviously
as the years pass this will give us a better indication of
the range of questions that could be asked, but for now
this allowed me to tailor enough questions to the annual
investigation titles.
In addition, to revise research methods I set
approximately 25 marks worth of research methods
scenario questions, as homework, each week from
October of Year 13. To do this I used old specification
PY3 Sections A or B. Whilst these are not exactly like
the new specification, this allowed me to get students
to peer mark homework responses (using the mark
schemes during the lesson) and talk about common
pitfalls in research methods answers each week. The
most common, I find, is that they fail to refer to the
scenario in their response. From the AS and A level
papers on the new specification thus far, it appears very
clear that this needs to be done any time that a question
refers to the scenario/context/research. The fact that
students know the answers to questions, but lose marks

for not referring back was something I was trying to
avoid with this technique. Moreover, to aid revision, any
time I got to a task or activity during my unit 3 teaching
that could allow practice of maths skills I used this. For
example, I got students to fill in a questionnaire whilst
teaching addiction to assess descriptive and injunctive
norms about drinking alcohol (as part of peer pressure
as a social psychological explanation). From this we
calculated the class’s mean, range, mode and so on,
and also took some generic data (which I provided)
to calculate the standard deviation – the one part of
the specification they panic about. I found that hiding
the maths skills in plain sight, like this, really helped to
build their confidence and ready them for the exam as
they were ‘used’ to completing basic calculations of this
nature.
Final thoughts…I genuinely believe that a good student
should be able to do very well on research methods
papers – relatively speaking it has very little content
compared to Components 1 and 3. However, to do well
on research methods questions, I genuinely believe
that practice is essential. Finding as many opportunities
as possible to practice research methods through
integrated teaching is just one way that students will be
able to prove their potential in exam conditions.
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Eduqas GCE Psychology
Assessment > Classroom Practice
Course dates:

Course Aims:
This full day course is designed for practitioners teaching the Eduqas
GCE Psychology speciﬁcation. Each session will review the recent
summer assessment series, exploring marked candidates' work. It will
also consider how feedback on assessments can inform, develop and
improve teaching and learning.
Outcomes for delegates:
• An opportunity to review external assessments and exemplar
candidate materials.
• An opportunity to review teaching and learning strategies.
• An opportunity to network with colleagues and subject
speciﬁcation specialists.
You will also be provided with a comprehensive pack of materials which
you can take away with you and share with colleagues.

Course Personnel:
The course is led by subject specialists who have in-depth experience and
knowledge of the content.

Comments from teachers:
'As a sole teacher for A Level, today was fantastic.'
'Very good day. Learnt lots and feel I have lots to take back to school.'
'This was relevant to the speciﬁcation and where most of us are at in
need of additional support to raise standards in this subject. A good
balance between all papers. A variety of resources and activities to
support teaching and learning which I did not have to produce myself. I'm
so grateful.'

Course Costs:
Cost £210 (including refreshments and materials).
• If your preferred event is closed for online bookings, please email
the CPD Team cpd@eduqas.co.uk to book or make an enquiry.
• Please note that a sound recording will be made at each meeting.
• By booking a face-to-face course, you agree to WJEC's Terms and
Conditions. To view, please visit www.wjec.co.uk/cpd.
We look forward to seeing you at one of our events soon.

Contact Details
Telephone: 029 20265024
Email: cpd@eduqas.co.uk
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Centres in England only
Monday 21 January 2019,
9:30 am - 3:30 pm
London
Wednesday 23 January 2019,
9:30 am - 3:30 pm
Birmingham
Friday 25 January 2019,
9:30 am - 3:30 pm
Manchester

WJEC GCE Psychology
Assessment > Classroom Practice
Course dates:

Course Aims:
This full day course is designed for practitioners teaching the WJEC GCE
Psychology speciﬁcation. Each session will review the recent summer
assessment series for both AS and A2, exploring examples of marked
candidates' work. It will also consider how feedback on assessments can
inform, develop and improve teaching and learning.
Outcomes for delegates:
• An opportunity to review external assessments and exemplar
candidate materials.
• An opportunity to review teaching and learning strategies.
• An opportunity to network with colleagues and subject
speciﬁcation specialists.
You will also be provided with a comprehensive pack of materials which
you can take away with you and share with colleagues.

Course Personnel:
The course is led by subject specialists alongside the Subject Oﬃcer.

Comments from teachers:
'As a sole teacher for A Level, today was fantastic.'
'Very good day. Learnt lots and feel I have lots to take back to school.'
'This was relevant to the speciﬁcation and where most of us are at in
need of additional support to raise standards in this subject. A good
balance between all papers. A variety of resources and activities to
support teaching and learning which I did not have to produce myself. I'm
so grateful.'

Course Costs:
Cost £210 (including refreshments and materials).
• If your preferred event is closed for online bookings, please email
the CPD Team ccpd@wjec.co.uk to book or make an enquiry.
• Please note that a sound recording will be made at each meeting.
• By booking a face-to-face course, you agree to WJEC's Terms and
Conditions. To view, please visit www.wjec.co.uk/cpd.
We look forward to seeing you at one of our events soon.

Contact Details
Telephone: 029 20265024
Email: cpd@wjec.co.uk
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Centres in Wales only
Friday 11 January 2019,
9:30 am - 3:30 pm
Cardiﬀ
Friday 18 January 2019,
9:30 am - 3:30 pm
Llandudno

Coping Wi th Bereavement
B y James Bailey, Head of Facult y

acceptance – no anger – means failure to accept the
inevitable!

Social Sciences and Care &

Bargaining – An attempt to extend life by promising a
change of behaviour or conversion to religion.

Co l l e g e E Q R Co - o r d i n a t o r, I t c h e n
Six th Form College

Depression – Knowing that you or others are going to die
often means physical and social changes to lifestyle. The
accumulation of these life changes can contribute to a
feeling of helplessness.

There truly has been an academic reawakening around
issues concerned with death and dying. This interest
has embraced academics from many disciplines such as
Sociology, Anthropology, Palliative Medicine, Psychology
amongst many others. Research has focused upon the
physical, spiritual and psycho-social needs of the dying
and those associated with them. In short socio-cultural
differences have been researched and indeed very well
documented (Bluebond-Langer, 1988; Jary and Jary,
1995, Howarth and Jupp, 1996; Davies 1997).

Acceptance – Not a positive stage, referring to an
exhaustion of feeling.

Despite this very clear academic interest in “life’s last
corner” – general social attitudes towards death and its
associated bereavement process are less positive. Davies
(1997) clearly reports that society is death denying. In
sum it is characterised by an ‘avoidance attitude’ – over
issues of death. Peter Jupp and Tony Rogers (1997)
tactfully state that “the state we live in often regards the
last enemy with dread, confusion, ignorance and selfinflicted blindness. For many people death has become
an unspoken subject…”
Kubler-Ross has prolifically written on the issue of death
and dying. Indeed her most notable publication being
On Death And Dying (1970). From this research, KublerRoss saw a pattern emerging. Indeed a clear set of
stages through which the individual progresses. These
are generically applied to those coping with dying, facing
bereavement and dealing with bereavement. While
Kubler-Ross believed this to be universal, there is quite
a bit of room for individual variation. Not everyone goes
through each stage and the order may be different for
each person.

Kubler–Ross’s model has been applied by many
researchers e.g. Young and Cullen (1996), Walter (1999).
Her model prompted further academic research into
the experience of the bereaved individual (Fulton, 1970;
Murray-Parkes, 1972).
There is no evidence that these stages are universal.
Kastenbaum offers this as his first criticism of the stage
theory. At the centre of Kastenbaum’s argument is the
simple point that Kubler-Ross’s sequence of events for
this process is not widely accepted. It could be argued
that Kubler-Ross’s model prescribes what the individual
works through, rather than describing this process.
Indeed this would clearly be the case in the light of
Walter’s (in Howarth and Jupp, 1996) article – where
he suggests that there are three kinds of death –
traditional [home based], Modern [medicalised], and the
Postmodern Death [Professional procedures on the one
hand and the private experience of death and dying are
no longer separated].
Her over-reliance on personal interviews, while a good
start to her research, could have been more effectively
followed up by another form of data gathering. An
increase in her study’s validity might have been ensured
by using methods such as behavioural studies and
personal diaries kept by patients – although even then
the accuracy of the data generated is still somewhat
questionable.

The Stages In Sequence
Denial (and isolation) – if anything a “protective” stage
– in part a way of dealing with the initial shock; but also
characteristically a time when individuals choose to
selectively hear – thus not having to understand so much
at once!
Anger – To those nearest to you, family members,
professionals, even yourself! Kubler-Ross suggested that
the anger was characteristic of the process of
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Her focus on an ethnocentric population has limited the
validity of her research. Indeed Stroebe and Stroebe
(1987) note how “…following culturally prescribed
rituals [whatever they may be] aids recovery from
bereavement…”. To this extent then, one only has to look
at Cross Cultural research to understand the process of
bereavement varies not only between cultures but also
within them:

Apache Indians
Certain groups actually vigorously mourn the dead – but
then banish all traces of them. Opler (1939) refers to this
as a concerted worry of the relative’s ghost.
Issue: This is not so different to some members of the
British and American Culture who would very quickly sell
all of the possessions of their loved ones – as a way of
dealing with the loss.
Hopi Indians
This Indian group of Arizona dislike ‘death’. Indeed
there is a profound fear of the newly dead! Sadness is
of course natural – but is not encouraged! Indeed if it
is done at all it must be done in solitude away from the
village – certainly in an area hidden from others.
Issue: In Britain and most Western cultures –
bereavement is often a process helped by the
recollection of happy memories of the loved one. Yet the
Hopi express no willingness or even desire to regenerate
the memories of their loved ones. Indeed while it is
not stated that property of the deceased should be
destroyed Mandelbaum (1959) stated from his analysis
of this group of Indians – photographs were often
particularly offensive.
Japanese Shintoism and Buddhism
Bereavement is most certainly aided by culturally inground processes. The centrality of such spiritual
support systems through the placing of small shrines
within individuals’ homes ensures a medium through
which contact with the dead can be continued and
celebrated.
Issue: Christian belief in an Afterlife – could be
interpreted as a means of sweetening the reality of our
own mortality.
Hinduism – and the belief that one is reincarnated again
can be seen in a similar light. Indeed the religion in a way
prepares its members for death. Bailey’s 1996 research
showed how a Hindu Brahmin stated “it’s like getting
ready to go on a long journey before you go on it”. With
such a view it is not surprising that Hindu’s confront
death with calm resignation. The one difference between
them however lies in the characteristically western trend
of death becoming publicly absent but privately present
(Mellor and Shilling, 1993). For Hindu’s certainly death
and subsequent bereavement is not an individual family
affair – but one in which there is a clear community
involvement. Shirley Firth (1993) emphasises this in her
analysis of Hindu Culture.

Kubler-Ross ignores the effect of social structural
and demographic factors in bereavement. Although
rather dated, the research by Goody, (1962) notes how
the biggest issues in differences of funeral ritual and
subsequent bereavement processes has much to do
with the distribution property and power. Likewise – of
course, the size of the community in which death occurs
can also impact on the bereavement process. As Tony
Walter (1999) notes “…in small communities, the death
of any one member affects everyone, while in a band
numbering only a few dozen, an accident, skirmish
or epidemic that kills a dozen can be catastrophic…”.
Littlewoods study of Aberfan further reinforces the intra
and extra-cultural effects of bereavement. Of course,
there are more recent events such as 9/11 or even 7/7
(The London Bombings), which clearly illustrated to the
academic psychologist processes of bereavement and
grief being worked through. The issue is of course that
the rigidity of Kubler-Ross’s model restricts opportunity
for individual differentiation within the bereavement
process.
Clearly it can be seen that in the postmodern society
in which we live people are left high and dry with no
system to follow or general trend to adopt. Littlewood’s
(1992) study emphasises this point exactly – since
she argued that in late modernity, different people
have interpretations of suitable lengths of mourning,
not always agreeing with others. Indeed as Wadeley
(1996) notes “…Lifestyles around the world differ so
enormously, so the form of mourning is, to a large
extent, shaped by practicalities…”
Shaped by practicalities but also by social structure!
Clearly in the last century religion gave power and
strength to meet grief head on, to allow people to pass
through it and to strengthen family and kinship networks
(Cornilis, 1983). But over the last 100 years British
Society’s strength to deal with death and dying has
weakened. Buckman (1996) attributes this weakness to a
number of factors. These he suggests include:
•

Our older generations rarely dying at home.

•

Our high level of expectation of life and prolonged
health.

•

Our reliance on expert advice during times of
illness.

•

The cultural emphasis on materialism.

•

Our lack of spiritual direction.

Taking this last point - despite the falling (ONS:1998:458)
number of people at present practicing their faith
by attending local churches, one point remains
predominantly clear. Religion the world over has
provided a system of coping with the precise issues
raised by death, and generates some mysticism of what
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happens after we die. More importantly religion has
the unique capacity to translate grief into advantage!
Reverend Professor Douglas Davies speaking at the 1998
Cremation Society of Great Britain Conference referred
to this process as a form of positive rhetoric of death ‘words against death’.
Thus it would seem clear from this article while
Kubler-Ross does provide a valuable contribution to
the area of palliative care, and further understanding
of the perspective of the dying and the bereaved,
questions still remain over the sequentiality of her
model and importantly the misconception of being
able to universally apply her ideas to the multicultural
world within which we live. Furthermore while her
model suggests that conversion to religion is a way of
bargaining – a way of dealing with death – the effect
of this seems quite limited given modern society’s
secular nature. One must admit though, Kubler-Ross
will continue to be a legacy in death research since
she has helped to focus the social scientists’ attention
academically onto death, dying and bereavement – the
final stages in our circle of life.

4. .Firth, S., (1993) “Cross Cultural Perspectives On
Bereavement” in Dickenson, D. and Johnson, M
(eds.) Death, Dying and Bereavement. London:
Sage Publications in association with The Open
University.
5. Howarth, G and Jupp, P.C. (1996) (eds.)
Contemporary Issues In The Sociology Of Death,
Dying and Disposal. Basingstoke: Macmillan.
6. Jupp, P.C. and Howarth, G., (1997) (eds.) The
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Smash that exam! Positive
visualisation as a means of
reducing exam ner ves
B y Pat Hag ger t y, Subjec t Leader

their eyes (not compulsory and not worth conflict) and
focus on their slow, deep breathing. Some students
find this strange/amusing – allowing them to laugh also
speeds up the relaxation process – the more relaxed you
are the stronger the effect on them.

of Psycholog y, RS and PSHE,
To r b a y S c h o o l
One of the great things about hitting the twilight of your
career is that options become available that would have
been unthinkable earlier in life. So, at 54 I went part-time
(0.6) and retrained as a hypnotherapist, which I currently
practice one day a week. My principle motivation for this
move was to help colleagues deal with the clear increase
in stress levels among teachers (even when working in
a well-managed and supportive workplace) over the last
few years. A welcome side-effect of my training was the
impact on my relationships with teaching groups and my
sensitivity to possible barriers to success.
Exam nerves are an area that can be addressed with a
fairly straightforward technique repeated a few times
before the big event. I think it is more of an issue now
with the return of terminal assessments – a few years
ago students were doing modules so regularly that they
almost lost their significance (and scariness). I refer to
exam “nerves” rather than “stress” or “anxiety” because I
believe we should avoid pathologising perfectly natural
emotions. A heightened level of arousal in response
to important exams is a normal (and potentially very
helpful) emotional state. A great TED talk on this subject
is called by Kelly McGonagle – it is also an excellent
resource for the Eduqas and WJEC Component/Unit 3
Stress topic.
The purpose of visualisation is to reframe a person’s
perceptions and expectations of an event in a way that
will improve their performance. It is also designed to
focus on the left frontal cortex of the brain which is
highly involved in the production of positive solutions to
problems. We are also associating the experience of an
exam with a state of relaxation by using our imagination
to visualise the whole of the exam experience.
I have used the following process on a fairly ad hoc basis
over the last three years, but plan to use it weekly with
each year 13 group between Easter and study leave. It
should take no more than 10 minutes, and you will reap
the benefits in the lesson through engagement of the
left frontal cortex.

Stage One : Relaxation
Set the atmosphere by encouraging students to close

Stage Two Visualisation
As far as possible tailor your words to what the students
will experience in your environment.
Start the visualisation well before the exam: “You’ve had
a good night’s sleep… you’re feeling good after your
favourite breakfast… your parents/friends/neighbours
have wished you good luck as you set off….”
“You look around the common room the hour before
the exam…. You can see your friends looking slightly
nervous… that’s what you’d expect with an important
exam coming up…. But you smile at each other because
you’ve done all this before a couple of years ago…. And
those slight nerves actually helped you do your best back
then…. You’re ready to give it your best effort… which is
all anyone could ask for….”
“…and now you’re lining up to go into the exam hall…. A
slight surge of adrenaline is your body’s way of getting
you ready for this test… you sit down at your desk…. You
read the question paper… sometimes the adrenaline has
you so pumped that you might imagine you’ve forgotten
everything… but then you remember that this feeling will
fade in no time and now you’re motoring along nicely…
you’ve allocated your time carefully and soon it’s all
over and you’re out of the room…. And you’ve told your
parents it’s been fine…. And it’s August and you’re sitting
around with your family and friends celebrating your
success and planning the next stage of your life…”

Stage Three – starting on the lesson
Take advantage of the positivity in the room by asking
some really straightforward revision questions and
highlighting how much these amazing psychology
students know!
The visualisation process is well known in sport and the
hypnotherapist who trained me worked with the boxer
Glen Catley all the way to his World Title win – it’s a really
interesting story if you can find any spare time in exam
season!
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I M P O R TA N T D AT E S
GCE Psychology Centres in Wales Only
Monday 13 May P.M.

Summer 2019 Series Psychology Unit 1 2290U10-1
examination (Wales Only)

Thursday 16 May P.M.

Summer 2019 Series Psychology Unit 2 2290U20-1
examination (Wales Only)

Monday 20 May P.M.

Summer 2019 Series Psychology Unit 3 1290U30-1
examination (Wales Only)

Friday 7 June P.M.

Summer 2019 Series Psychology Unit 4 1290U40-1
examination (Wales Only)

Eduqas AS Psychology Centres in England Only
Monday 13 May P.M.

Summer 2019 Series Psychology Component 1 B290U10-1
examination (England Only)

Thursday 16 May P.M.

Summer 2019 Series Psychology Component 2 B290U20-1
examination (England Only)

Eduqas A Level Psychology Centres in England Only
Monday 20 May P.M.

Summer 2019 Series Psychology Component 1 A290U10-1
examination (England Only)

Friday 7 June P.M.

Summer 2019 Series Psychology Component 2 A290U20-1
examination (England Only)

Friday 14 June A.M.

Summer 2019 Series Psychology Component 2 A290U30-1
examination (England Only)
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WJEC and Eduqas Psychology Resources Webpage
The links below are to the new WJEC and the Eduqas GCE Psychology Digital Resources
webpages where we have resources on the following:

http://resources.eduqas.co.uk
http://resources.wjec.co.uk
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D E V ELO PING E X A M SK IL L S
A wide range of exam exemplars is available to view on our secure website. In addition we offer:

Online Exam Review
Our free OER presents
marked exam responses
in an interactive format.

Online Marking Review

Updated annually, it
is designed for use in
lessons to increase
students’ understanding
of how the mark scheme
is applied.
http://oer.wjec.co.uk/

Question Bank
This free facility draws
on a bank of assessment
items, allowing teachers
to create their own
assessment papers,
helping teachers test
their students’ skills on
each section or topic in
the specification.
http://www.wjec.co.uk/
question-bank/

Question Bank

theirs. Seligman’s 24 strengths include humour, fairness,
passion and wisdom to bravery, courage and gratitude.
All the students will have a number of the strengths they
can then lean on to compensate for their own perceived
weaknesses.

Charac ter
Streng ths

Character strengths is about getting students to ask
what’s right with them, not what’s wrong with them,
essential to reinforcing positive, balanced mindsets.
Getting a list of things they’re good at makes them feel
positive, and teenagers’ natural curiosity makes them
want to find out about themselves as it helps them to
shape their place in the world. It’s great for parents to
hear what their child is good at too, and sometimes they
haven’t even recognised that trait in their child before.

By Vi Ghandi, Head of
P s y c h o l o g y, Tr e n t Co l l e g e
New research by YouGov for The Prince’s Trust shows
the number of young people experiencing mental health
issues is growing. In a report published in January last
year, the charity found 41% of 2,215 16- to 25-year-olds
polled felt more anxious than they did a year ago with
self-confidence, including stress related to body image
and coping with school/work. This figure was at its lowest
in the eight years since their research began. A follow
up report found almost half of these young people said
they had experienced a mental health problem but, due
to the stigma around the issue, a quarter would not ask
for help if they were suffering.

Even by doing something as simple as; picking
something different to their friends for lunch or sitting
on their own in the canteen, students can exercise the
traits of courage and bravery. Holding a door open for
someone or keeping a diary of three things they are
grateful for each day, are all things that make someone
feel positive.
Presenting the character strengths exercise in a way
that engages pupils is important too. For younger
students, looking at themselves as superheroes, with
their character strengths as special powers, is fun and
meaningful. Using the analogy of Superman works well
– students understand he can’t do everything but when
he doesn’t have the special power to solve a particular
issue he teams up with a superhero with those powers
to solve the problem together. This is great rhetoric for
encouraging students to ask for help, and for promoting
the value of teamwork.
Just as we need to exercise our bodies we need to
exercise our wellbeing to make ourselves mentally
healthier and happier. Particularly with young people this
cannot be a one off activity. It needs to be constantly
drip-fed and encouraged by noticing, drawing attention
to and developing their character strengths during their
school experiences. We all need challenges and adversity
in life. Being happy all the time is not psychologically
healthy. But being able to draw on character strengths
gives a young person a toolbox from which to cope
appropriately with whatever comes their way. Positive
psychology provides a buffer to protect students against
challenges that might have been a threat to their
wellbeing.

Where does that leave us, not only as educationalists
but also as compassionate teachers who probably have
more day-to-day contact with individual young people
than any other adults at this stage in their lives? How do
we reverse the growing trend in young people towards a
pessimistic, depressing outlook and give them optimism
and belief they can succeed and achieve both now and
into their futures?
We have to give students the tools to find the positive
traits in themselves and help them develop the skills to
be able to use these traits to reinforce self-confidence
when faced with anxiety, doubt and fear. We all have
character strengths; it’s how we’ve survived in society.
Identifying these can provide the foundation for young
people in developing the grit and resilience to cope with
life’s challenges.

Schools haven’t traditionally had the time or resources
for mental health and wellbeing lessons, but the time
is right for that to change, and for mental health to be
addressed much more openly within schools. Only then
can the stigma of mental health be lost and we will have
happier students more prepared for the world.

Martin Seligman’s work on character strengths provides
an excellent framework. By honestly answering a selfadministered questionnaire, students can discover
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SIGN UP
Newslet ter

Centres in Wales Newsletter:
http://www.wjec.co.uk/about-us/contact-us/subscribe-form.html?language_id=1

Centres in England Newsletter:
http://www.eduqas.co.uk/contact-us/subscribe-form.html

J o i n o u r P s y c h o l o g y Te a c h e r N e t w o r k o n F a c e b o o k
This teacher network is an online hub for teachers delivering WJEC Psychology to share ideas, advice, resources and
best practice. It will also facilitate collaborative working with psychology teachers across the country.
Join Network
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